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All Your Worth
Take charge of your finances and achieve financial
independence – the Clever Girl way Join the ranks of
thousands of smart and savvy women who have
turned to money expert and author Bola Sokunbi for
guidance on ditching debt, saving money, and
building real wealth. Sokunbi, the force behind the
hugely popular Clever Girl Finance website, draws
on her personal money mistakes and financial
redemption to educate and empower a new
generation of women on their journey to financial
freedom. Lighthearted and accessible, Clever Girl
Finance encourages women to talk about money
and financial wellness and shows them how to
navigate their own murky financial waters and come
out afloat on the other side. Monitor your expenses,
build a budget, and stick with it Make the most of a
modest salary and still have money to spare Keep
your credit in check and clean up credit card chaos
Start and succeed at your side hustle Build a nest
egg and invest in your future Transform your money
mindset and be accountable for your financial wellbeing Feel the power of real-world stories from other
“clever girls” Put yourself on the path to financial
success with the valuable lessons learned from
Clever Girl Finance.
While the elders and adults struggled to keep
secrets in the midst of stolen shoes, stolen dreams
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and misbehavior the four year old professor
desperately held onto his desire for the future and
his urgency to be an adult. The older the professor
got the stronger his vision became and it wasn't long
before hidden secrets were exposed. Although the
names have been changed, the people are real and
the story is true right down to the little professor's
vision of Esta.
Live Your Worth is a practical guide to living out your
worth in every area of your life. Join author,
consultant and instructor Daniela Jean, on this
journey to valuing your purpose and living out your
greatness. The days of downplaying your brilliance
are gone! Take the journey to maximizing your
potential and allowing your worth to shine bright
daily!
One of the most important assets you have is your
earning ability: your ability to do something that other
people will pay you for. This asset can be valuable
and increase each year, or it can be stagnant and
flat. Your greatest financial responsibility is to
organize your time and your work so that you earn
the very most possible throughout your lifetime. Earn
What You're Really Worth will show you how. This
book will be the bible of career advancement for your
indefinite future. These tested, proven strategies will
save you years of hard work and thousands of
dollars of lost income. You will learn how to organize
your life to ensure that you are earning the very
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maximum at every stage of your career. Earn What
You're Really Worth is for every person who works in
any competitive industry, including staff members or
executives who want to earn more money, people in
job transition, students entering the workplace, and
every unemployed person who wants to get back
into the workforce.
For many women, "living your best life" is just a
slogan. It sounds great, but when it comes to having
practical steps that can take it from a cute poster or
social media post, to their actual existence, most do
not have the tools. Sis, You're Worth It: Seven Ideas
for Manifesting Your Best Life takes "living your best
life" off the wall and provides women with seven
powerful ideas that help them to get clear about what
their best life is and how they can manifest it. While
the ideas are not new, they are when used this way.
They are powerful, life-changing approaches to living
an authentically successful life, which is what it
means to live your best life. This isn't society's
definition that's heavy on the external stuff - material
possessions that can never, ever fill the inner void.
This is manifesting your best life from the inside-out.
It's creating a life where you certainly manifest the
external stuff, but your enjoyment of them is
magnified because they do not define you. This is
living the life you were born to live, expressing your
unique gifts and talents, standing in your truth, being
and doing YOU. This is leaving it all on the playing
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field of life - taking zilch with you to that great
graveyard of unfulfilled dreams and unlived lives.
This is living your best life!
With all the negative noise in the world, do you have
a hard time connecting with God? Do you struggle
with knowing who God says you are? Do you know
who you are and where your worth comes from?
Finding Your Worth in Christ seeks to help you
answer those questions. Author Joele S. Leith draws
on the years she spent learning about her own
identity and that of God through the eyes of the
world. Now she explores how to tune out the
messages of the world and help you see yourself
through the eyes of your creator. Leith offers simple
instructions through God’s Word on how to better
hear Him and where true worth comes from.
Through this guidance, you can get into alignment
with God and all He has prepared for you to help you
navigate your best life in this world. Uplifting and
encouraging, this spiritual guide presents an
approach for identifying your worth in Christ that can
help you build a better, more prosperous life.
A guide to achieving financial stability and prosperity
encourages new ways to think about and manage
money, discussing such topics as balancing a
budget, planning for entertainment, and getting out
of debt.
THE INSTANT SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER
'Anna's wise, uplifting and refreshingly honest words
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are what every woman needs to read right now'
Fearne Cotton Your worth never changed. Your
awareness of it did. A strong understanding of selfworth is crucial to living an authentic and fulfilling life,
yet so many of us have lost that sense of who we
truly are and what we are worthy of. On the surface,
this may look like low confidence, imposter
syndrome, chronic busy-ness, exhaustion,
overwhelm, fear or anxiety, but at the core, it's low
self-worth. In her second book, Sunday Times
bestselling author and psychotherapist Anna Mathur
will set you on a journey towards greater self-worth.
Anna will use her personal and professional insight
to guide you to a place of balance that will allow you
to recognise and appreciate your self-worth, build
your self-esteem, grow in confidence and worry less
about what other people think. Using Anna's own
experience of embarking on this journey herself, and
spending ten years facilitating her therapy clients to
do the same, Know Your Worth will help you to
understand why you feel the way you do, what
perpetuates it and what the cost of low self-esteem
has been for you. It will provide the coping
mechanisms, habits and tips that will redirect your
self-esteem on a healthy and fulfilling upward spiral
and help you to escape the relentless desire to 'be
better' and 'do more' with the realisation that perhaps
you were actually far more acceptable than you first
thought.
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Untangle your emotions and expectations about money
so that you can live your best financial life. Without fear
and shame holding you back, it's more possible to move
past all those social barriers to actualizing whatever your
money aspirations are, whether that's getting a raise,
getting out of debt, having honest conversations about
money with your family, raising your kids to be savers, or
wherever your values lead you. Dr. Faith, author of the
bestselling Unf*ck Your Brain and Unf*ck Your Intimacy,
tackles one of the toughest emotional topics there is with
her trademark mix of neuroscience, gentle
encouragement, and no-nonsense language. This book
isn't about getting rich quick (or necessarily at all)—it's
about figuring out your own economic values and
baggage, and learning to be the person in the world you
know you have it in you to be.
How do you create work that brings the respect of the
market, the value in your bank account, and the positive
influence in the world? Inc. columnist and successful
entrepreneur Damon Brown breaks it down in the
thoughtful Bring Your Worth: Level Up Your Creative
Power, Value & Service in the World. The follow-up to
the best-selling series The Bite-Sized Entrepreneur,
Bring Your Worth takes the proven methods from
Damon's keynotes and coaching practice and puts them
into a strong, focused package perfect for both
independents and traditional businesspeople interested
in making their best impact in the world.
If you are reading this, you or a woman you know isn't
being fairly compensated. From one of the top resume
experts in the country, Know Your Worth, Get Your
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Worth: Salary Negotiation for Women is your front row
seat to all the insider secrets of the world of
compensation and how you can use this information to
your advantage. From quantifying your value in today's
market, to teaching you how to ask for it, this book will
give you never-before-shared advice on the perfect
resume and cover letter from the perspective of a
compensation expert. You will also learn how to craft
your negotiation by using your nonverbal language and
that of others to your advantage. This book is your secret
weapon to a higher salary. Oh, and did we mention we
are on a mission to close the gender wage gap? We are
here to help women all over the world. For this reason,
we are donating 10% of the profits from each copy sold
to small organizations working to reintegrate women and
children victims of human trafficking into society. This
means YOUR purchase will directly help give victims of
human trafficking the tools to a new life.Know your worth,
and get your worth. Enjoy!
From the NPR host of The Indicator and correspondent
for Planet Money comes an “accessible, funny, cleareyed, and practical” (Sarah Knight, New York Times
bestselling author) guide for how women can apply the
principles of 16th-century philosopher Niccolò
Machiavelli to their work lives and finally shatter the
glass ceiling—perfect for fans of Feminist Fight Club,
Lean In, and Nice Girls Don’t Get the Corner Office.
Women have been making strides towards equality for
decades, or so we’re often told. They’ve been
increasingly entering male-dominated areas of the
workforce and consistently surpassing their male peers
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in grades, university attendance, and degrees. They’ve
recently stormed the political arena with a vengeance.
But despite all of this, the payoff is—quite literally—not
there: the gender pay gap has held steady at about 20%
since 2000. And the number of female CEOs for Fortune
500 companies has actually been declining. So why, in
the age of #MeToo and #TimesUp, is the glass ceiling
still holding strong? And how can we shatter it for once
and for all? Stacy Vanek Smith’s advice: ask Machiavelli
“with this delicious look at what we have to gain by
examining our relationship to power” (Sally Helgesen,
New York Times bestselling author). Using The Prince
as a guide and with charm and wit, Smith applies
Renaissance politics to the 21st century, and
demonstrates how women can take and maintain power
in careers where they have long been cast as secondbest. “Machiavelli For Women is the ultimate battle
guide for our times. Brimming with hard-boiled strategies,
laced with wit, it’s a must read for every woman ready to
wield power unapologetically” (Claire Shipman, coauthor
of The Confidence Code).
From the founder and superstar CEO of DailyWorth.com,
the go-to financial site for women with more than one
million subscribers, comes a fresh book that shows
women how to view money as a source of personal
power and freedom—and live life on their own terms.
Millions of women want to create financial stability and
abundance in their lives, but they don’t know how. They
are stuck in overwhelming confusion and guilt, driven by
internalized “money stories” that have nothing to do with
what is really possible. As the founder of
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DailyWorth.com, a financial media and education
platform, Amanda Steinberg encounters these smart,
ambitious women every day. With this book, she helps
them face their financial situations head on and wake up
to the prosperity that awaits them. Worth It outlines the
essential financial information women need—and
everything the institutions and advisors don’t spell out.
Steinberg gets to the bottom of why women are stressed
and anxious when it comes to their finances and teaches
them to stay away from strict budgeting and other harsh
austerity practices. Instead, she makes money relatable,
while sharing strategies she uses herself to build
confidence and ease in her own financial life. Through
her first-hand experiences and the stories from other
women who’ve woken up, Steinberg’s powerful and
encouraging advice can help women of any age and
income view money as a source of freedom and
independence—and create bright financial futures.
The instant #1 NEW YORK TIMES Bestseller "A must
read for anyone hoping to live a creative life... I dare you
not to be inspired to be brave, to be free, and to be
curious.” —PopSugar From the worldwide bestselling
author of Eat Pray Love and City of Girls: the path to the
vibrant, fulfilling life you’ve dreamed of. Readers of all
ages and walks of life have drawn inspiration and
empowerment from Elizabeth Gilbert’s books for years.
Now this beloved author digs deep into her own
generative process to share her wisdom and unique
perspective about creativity. With profound empathy and
radiant generosity, she offers potent insights into the
mysterious nature of inspiration. She asks us to embrace
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our curiosity and let go of needless suffering. She shows
us how to tackle what we most love, and how to face
down what we most fear. She discusses the attitudes,
approaches, and habits we need in order to live our most
creative lives. Balancing between soulful spirituality and
cheerful pragmatism, Gilbert encourages us to uncover
the “strange jewels” that are hidden within each of us.
Whether we are looking to write a book, make art, find
new ways to address challenges in our work, embark on
a dream long deferred, or simply infuse our everyday
lives with more mindfulness and passion, Big Magic
cracks open a world of wonder and joy.
Experience the life-changing magic of self-love! You
need love from yourself as much as from others. When
you have low self-esteem, low confidence or even selfhatred, it’s impossible to live life to the fullest. It’s time
to build your self-love and transform your attitude,
emotions and overall outlook on life! This helpful
workbook allows you to become aware of your own
unique needs and goals while discovering how to better
accept and love your true self. It includes a variety of
constructive and actionable tips, tricks and exercises,
including: • Interactive Activities explore a variety of fun
and creative ways to love yourself • Reflection Prompts
unpack your experiences and connect them to new
lessons • Helpful Advice deepen your understanding of
self-love and utilize it in the real world Self-love allows
you not only to see your true self, but to truly accept who
you are wholeheartedly. With this acceptance comes the
freedom and confidence to live your life to its fullest. It’s
time to conquer self-doubt and self-sabotage. It’s time to
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love yourself!
The deliberate devaluation of Blacks and their
communities has had very real, far-reaching, and
negative economic and social effects. An enduring white
supremacist myth claims brutal conditions in Black
communities are mainly the result of Black people’s
collective choices and moral failings. “That’s just how
they are” or “there’s really no excuse”: we’ve all heard
those not so subtle digs. But there is nothing wrong with
Black people that ending racism can’t solve. We
haven’t known how much the country will gain by
properly valuing homes and businesses, family
structures, voters, and school districts in Black
neighborhoods. And we need to know. Noted educator,
journalist, and scholar Andre Perry takes readers on a
tour of six Black-majority cities whose assets and
strengths are undervalued. Perry begins in his hometown
of Wilkinsburg, a small city east of Pittsburgh that, unlike
its much larger neighbor, is struggling and failing to
attract new jobs and industry. Bringing his own personal
story of growing up in Black-majority Wilkinsburg, Perry
also spotlights five others where he has deep
connections: Detroit, Birmingham, New Orleans, Atlanta,
and Washington, D.C. He provides an intimate look at
the assets that should be of greater value to
residents—and that can be if they demand it. Perry
provides a new means of determining the value of Black
communities. Rejecting policies shaped by flawed
perspectives of the past and present, it gives fresh
insights on the historical effects of racism and provides a
new value paradigm to limit them in the future. Know
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Your Price demonstrates the worth of Black people’s
intrinsic personal strengths, real property, and traditional
institutions. These assets are a means of empowerment
and, as Perry argues in this provocative and very
personal book, are what we need to know and
understand to build Black prosperity.
When we feel that we aren’t enough, or that we aren’t good
enough, we also fear that we’ll never have enough. Money.
We love it. We hate it. If we don’t have enough, we’re
struggling to get more. If we do have it, we’re fighting to hold
on to it. Why does money have to be such a source of
anxiety? Is it possible to find peace? Yes! According to
master integrative coach Nancy Levin, the real key to creating
financial freedom isn’t changing what we do, it’s changing
our limiting beliefs about how we feel —and that requires more
than just learning how to invest. In Worthy, Nancy makes an
essential, eye-opening connection: the state of our net worth
is a direct reflection of our self-worth. Then she shows us how
to get to the root of the problem and do the internal work
that’s needed to replace feelings of unworthiness with a solid
sense of our own value. Filled with inspiring real-life stories
and thought-provoking questions and answers, her 10-step
plan helps us to: • Get real about the money issues we face
every day • Examine the excuses we use to avoid creating
the life we really want • Be willing to see ourselves as worthy
of abundance in all its forms • Take back our financial power
—and watch amazing things start to happen Whether we’re
looking for financial ease or a new relationship with money
and ourselves, Worthy will give us the tools to clear the path
for wholeness, fulfillment, and richness in all areas of our
lives, not just in our bank accounts.
A guide to achieving financial stability and prosperity by the
co-authors of The Two-Income Trap encourages readers to
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change the ways they think about and manage money,
discussing such topics as balancing a budget, planning for
entertainment, and getting out of debt. 150,000 first printing.
Struggling with debt? Frustrated about work? Just not
satisfied with life? The Simple Dollar can change your life.
Trent Hamm found himself drowning in consumer debt,
working in a job he couldn’t stand… and figured out how to
escape that debt and build the fulfilling career he’d always
dreamt about, all at the same time. Hamm shared his
experiences at TheSimpleDollar.com—and built it into one of
America’s top personal finance websites. Now, The Simple
Dollar is a book: packed with practical tips, tools, and lessons
you can use to transform your life, too. This isn’t just
“another” personal finance book: it’s profoundly motivating,
empowering, practical, and 100% grounded in today’s
American realities. Trent Hamm will show you how to rewrite
the rules, creating healthier relationships with money… and
with your loved ones, too. With his help, you can get out of
debt, start moving forward, and build the strong personal
community that offers true happiness—no matter what
happens to the economy. · Escape the plastic prison, and
stop running to stand still 5 simple steps to eliminate credit
card debt… and 5 more to start moving forward · Shift your
life’s balance towards more positive, stronger relationships
Learn how to put the golden rule to work for you · Discover
the power of goals in a random world Then, learn how to
overcome inertia, and transform goals into reality · Navigate
the treacherous boundaries between love and money Move
towards deeper communication, greater honesty, and more
courage
In Get Paid What You're Worth, Robin L. Pinkley and Greogry
B. Northcraft tell you how you can begin getting paid what
you're worth--today! -Learn why there may be more money
available for you than you think -Find out how to "expand the
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pie" so you earn higher compensation -Get the confidence to
turn your strategic thinking into specific action -Benefit from a
panel of negotiations experts and their decades of experience
This inspirational message is for People that don’t believe
they are worth anything or have created their identity through
the lens of what others may have said or even spoken over
their life. I believe people want to hear from someone that can
actually identify of how it feels to not know your worth. They
may be stuck with themselves, relationships, or even
marriages. There is a prayer included that you can say and
believe that you can begin to forgive yourself and move on
knowing the value that God has place within you for your
destiny and purpose for such a time as this.
The third in Paul Selig’s popular “I Am the Word” channeled
literature series, this extraordinary psychological-spiritual
guide addresses how to overcome low self-worth and claim
our true purpose as individuals. Winner of the 2014 Nautilus
Award represents “Better Books for a Better World”—the
Silver Award in the category of Religion /Spirituality: Other
Traditions. In his third channeled text, Paul Selig—acclaimed
author of I Am the Word and The Book of Love and
Creation—brings us his most practical message yet. Informing
us that “you decide what you are worth,” Selig’s spiritual
guides take readers through a program to understand our
own inherent worth, and beat the fears that drain our inborn
spiritual knowing.. Selig reveals that true understanding of our
life’s purpose can be found through “service”—the practice of
the thing that you most love. Readers can discover their own
form of service through this powerful mantra: “I know who I
am, I know what I am, I know how I serve.”
As a psychotherapist for 21 years, I've noticed one thing that
many of my clients of all ages have in common. It is that they
don't know their own value as a human being. The three
areas this most often plays out is in how they see themselves,
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how they present themselves at work, and how they interact
with others in their lives. This book looks at different aspects
of all three areas.In addition to helping readers to recognize
their worth, this book lists ideas in each section teaching how
to know your worth and exercises to practice at the end of
each section. When finished with this book, readers will know
both how to recognize their own worth and make sure that
others recognize it as well.
Earn Your Worth : a Step-by-Step Employee Guide to
Earning the Income You Deserve will help move you from
under paid and under-appreciated to highly valued, respected
and compensated.

The author interviews a number of prominent
women--including comedian Susie Essman, writer and
director Nora Ephron and TV personality Joy Behar--to
reveal the ways that everyday women can achieve their
deserved recognition and financial worth in today's
professional world.
Within these pages, self-published author Kirsten McNeill
takes you through her guide to bringing courage,
happiness, and empowerment into your life. Geared
towards women, but welcome to all, the author wishes
for you to learn how to accept yourself as you are and
add positivity to the world. With contributions of 31
people through honest interviews and powerful photos,
get a glimpse of what happiness and self-love means to
others. Kirsten considers Discovering Your Worth:
Happiness Through Confidence a step-one guide to
living your best life. Gain valuable pieces of advice to
use in your daily lives to appreciate yourself and never
apologize for searching for your happiness. With the help
of fictional characters created to offer examples of
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improving positivity and welcoming the change that you
desire, define who you are and share your worth with
those around you.
Miami-based financial advisor Victoria Lowell has spent
countless hours with women going through the worst
times of their lives: women who are newly widowed or
grieving an unexpected divorce; women who just found
out the family business is bankrupt or perhaps need to
start paying alimony to an unfaithful husband.Vicky has
also watched the perceived self-worth and confidence of
numerous clients skyrocket, as they learn money
management strategies to care for their families no
matter the circumstances. Their success in personal
finance leads to greater self-help and improvement,
better health and stress, and the ability to take charge of
their financial futures. Out of these experiences comes
Empower Your Worth, a book that reads like a heart-toheart chat over coffee with a compassionate friend who
just happens to know everything you need to know about
managing money.By sticking to the essentials, Lowell
has written a book that is quick and easy to digest, a twohour short read for women from all backgrounds that
grants insight into how to achieve greater financial
prosperity. We provide comprehensive guidance on
where to focus your limited time and energy, no matter
the situation, and keep you in control of your money.
EMPOWERED WORTH(TM) strives to create a
movement where women become an important part of
the financial planning process, for themselves and their
families. It more easily and effectively allows women to
take a seat at the drafting board of their futures.Visit
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www.empoweredworth.com to learn more about Lowell's
on-demand, personal finance courses, a range of
services delivered online via Teachable. Explore
assorted electives and introduction courses in investing,
banking, insurance, credit-ratings and repair, and other
higher-level finance strategies), and take advantage of
additional one-on-one mentoring and coaching options.
Full membership grants students with complete access
to the EMPOWERED WORTH(TM) curriculum,
newsletter, Facebook group, and private coaching
sessions.
An instant New York Times Bestseller! The new uplifting
book from Matt Haig, the New York Times bestselling
author of The Midnight Library, for anyone in search of
hope, looking for a path to a more meaningful life, or in
need of a little encouragement. “It is a strange paradox,
that many of the clearest, most comforting life lessons
are learnt while we are at our lowest. But then we never
think about food more than when we are hungry and we
never think about life rafts more than when we are
thrown overboard.” THE COMFORT BOOK is Haig’s life
raft: it’s a collection of notes, lists, and stories written
over a span of several years that originally served as
gentle reminders to Haig’s future self that things are not
always as dark as they may seem. Incorporating a
diverse array of sources from across the world, history,
science, and his own experiences, Haig offers warmth
and reassurance, reminding us to slow down and
appreciate the beauty and unpredictability of existence.
The inspiring, influential senator and bestselling author
mixes vivid personal stories with a passionate plea for
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political transformation. Elizabeth Warren is a beacon for
everyone who believes that real change can improve the
lives of all Americans. Committed, fearless, and
famously persistent, she brings her best game to every
battle she wages. In Persist, Warren writes about six
perspectives that have influenced her life and advocacy.
She’s a mother who learned from wrenching personal
experience why child care is so essential. She’s a
teacher who has known since grade school the value of
a good and affordable education. She’s a planner who
understands that every complex problem requires a
comprehensive response. She’s a fighter who
discovered the hard way that nobody gives up power
willingly. She’s a learner who thinks, listens, and works
to fight racism in America. And she’s a woman who has
proven over and over that women are just as capable as
men. Candid and compelling, Persist is both a deeply
personal book and a powerful call to action. Elizabeth
Warren—one of our nation’s most visionary leaders—will
inspire everyone to believe that if we’re willing to fight
for it, profound change is well within our reach.
Explains the workings of the compensation systems and
provides formulas to determine competitive worth
In The Meaningful Money Handbook, personal finance
expert and podcaster extraordinaire Pete Matthew
guides you through everything you need to KNOW and
everything you need to DO to build a secure financial
future for yourself and your family. This is achievable for
everyone by following three simple steps: 1. Spend less
than you earn and clear debt. 2. Insure against disaster.
3. Build up your savings and invest wisely. You will learn:
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• How to get out of debt as quickly as possible. •
Techniques for good financial control, so you can avoid
getting into debt again. • The importance of insurance
for laying down a foundation on which to build a solid
financial plan, which isn’t washed away by an
unexpected disaster. • How to save and invest simply
and efficiently so that you can work your way towards
future financial freedom. No matter your starting position,
or your existing level of comfort with dealing with your
money, Pete Matthew’s calm, straightforward and jargonfree approach will appeal to you and help you to set out
on the right path. The Meaningful Money Handbook is a
practical guide to succeeding with money by cutting out
the stuff you don’t need to know, and clarifying the
essential things you need to do, to make a real
difference to your life. Don’t put it off any longer – pick
up this book and start to take a meaningful approach to
your money today.
You Don't Need to Make Millions to Get Rich. Believe
Me. This comprehensive 8-step guide provides the
blueprint to achieve financial freedom at a young age,
regardless of income. No B.S., just answers. In Get Rich
Action Plan, you will learn the lifelong habits to become
financially independent sooner than you thought
possible. Do we really need another personal finance
book? YES. The outdated status quo advice of "Save
10% for 40+ years" simply doesn't work. It's time to
rethink the conventional wisdom that only serves to
continue the vicious cycle of wage slavery and the "live
to work" mentality. In an age of globalization and
abundance, I'm here to tell you there is another way! It is
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time to change how we think about personal finance,
budgeting, and investing. The 8 steps in this book each
work in unison to create a rapid snowball effect that will
make your money work for you immediately, so you can
afford time off of work or even retire in your 30's. From
saving money to investing to growing your income, all of
the specifics are covered in this action plan. Get Started
on the Right Foot and Change How You Think About
Finances I have never made much money by Western
standards. In fact, I have never made more than a
middle class income. But by employing these strategies,
I was able to increase my net worth dramatically at a
very young age. It took only 6 years of full-time
employment to build an "FU money" fund of hundreds of
thousands of dollars, providing me the freedom to travel
and take time off of work to pursue other interests. I was
able to do this by quickly taking action and ignoring
conventional advice. After years of trial and error, I have
developed a strategy and philosophy that simply works.
And I want to share with you everything I have done to
build this large nest egg. I have nothing to hide. The truth
is that the path to wealth is not complicated, and you do
not need to make millions to get there. More and more of
us are realizing that financial freedom is possible in 10
years or less. But the media will never tell you this. Your
politicians will never tell you this. They want you to live to
work instead of work to live. Now is the time to flip the
script and live free! The Time To Take Action Was
Yesterday. The Next Best Time is Now. Whether you are
in your 20's and looking for sound advice to get started,
or you're later in your career and haven't really thought
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about financial freedom, it's not too late to start! Once
you put these systems in place, financial independence
will no longer be a lifelong battle. Ditch the 40-year plan
and live the life you want to live. Get started today!
BONUS MATERIAL INCLUDED I'm also excited to share
FREE bonus material that highlights "27 Ways I Slashed
My Budget By $1818 Per Month." A link to the free PDF
is included in the book! Adhering to the strategies in this
book and in the free bonus guide will grow your net worth
by thousands in the first year and hundreds of thousands
over your lifetime! What are you waiting for? Click the
"Buy Now" button above and get started today!
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Senator
Elizabeth Warren and consultant Amelia Warren Tyagi, the
classic book about America's middle class -- and why
economic security remains out of reach for many. In this
exposé, Elizabeth Warren and Amelia Warren Tyagi show
that modern middle-class families are increasingly trapped by
the grinding reality of flat wages and rising costs. Warren and
Tyagi reveal how a ferocious bidding war for housing and
education has silently engulfed America's suburbs, driving up
the cost of keeping families in the middle class, and placing
unprecedented pressure on hard-working families.
Revolutionary when it was first published in 2003, The TwoIncome Trap remains disturbingly relevant today. Now with a
new introduction by the authors, The Two Income Trap shows
why the usual remedies won't solve the problem and points
toward the policy changes that would create better
opportunities for both parents and children.
Penny is sad because she's been told that her namesake
coin, being worth only one cent, isn't worth enough to buy
anything. But when she finds a penny on the ground, things
begin to change. She starts to have good luck, and her heart
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grows bigger and more kind. Is the lucky penny the source of
all the good things in Penelope's life? Or was it there all
along?With vivid illustration and sing-song prose,
#knowyourworth will teach children how to discover their
worth and give them the courage to follow their dreams!
From celebrity life coach and motivational speaker, Tony
Gaskins Jr. and his wife, Sheri, comes an essential guide with
hard-hitting truths about a woman’s undeniable influence on
a relationship—and the power she has to change her man for
the better. Tony Gaskins has inspired others by sharing his
truth—drawing millions of followers online and making him one
of America’s foremost experts on love and relationships.
Now, he and his wife explore a woman’s positive impact on a
relationship in this practical and accessible guide that walks
you through a series of irreplaceable lessons on making
personal changes that foster healthy relationships. Tony and
his wife, Sheri, draw on their own relationship successes and
failures as they examine the eighteen time-tested truths about
how a woman’s influence can shift a relationship for the
better—if used correctly. Including advice for women such as
“you are not a maid,” “show don’t tell,” and the “72-hour
rule”—where the woman makes herself totally unreachable to
her partner—Tony and Sheri tackle all of today’s important
topics such as misogyny and the “grown boy syndrome,”
while never losing the empowering and empathetic tone that
Tony’s loyal following has come to love and trust. Whether
you are single, dating, engaged, or married, A Woman’s
Influence is a hopeful response to a culture where men
behave badly and women are victimized all too often. By
providing a vision that empowers women to know their worth
and simultaneously bring out the best in men, this guidebook
can help you make a lasting, positive change to your
relationship.
The bestselling motivational guide that TheAtlantic.com calls
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"a rallying cry for women to get the money they deserve."
Why are women so often overlooked and underpaid? What
are the real reasons men get raises more often than women?
How can women ask for--and actually get--the money, the
job, the recognition they deserve? Prompted by her own
experience as cohost of Morning Joe, Mika Brzezinski asked
a wide range of successful women to share the critical
lessons they learned while moving up in their fields. Power
players such as Facebook's Sheryl Sandberg, Senator
Elizabeth Warren, Harvard's Victoria Budson, comedian
Susie Essman, and many more shared their surprising
personal stories. They spoke candidly about why women are
paid less and the pitfalls women face--and play into. Now
expanded to address gender dynamics in the #MeToo era,
Know Your Value blends compelling personal stories with the
latest research on why many women don't negotiate their
compensation, why negotiating aggressively usually
backfires, and what can be done about it. For any woman
who has ever wondered if her desire to be liked can be a
liability (yes), if there is a way to reclaim her contribution after
it's been co-opted in a meeting (yes), and if there are
strategies men use to get ahead that women should too
(yes!), Know Your Value provides vital advice to help women
be their own best advocates.
How many digital photos do you have jumbled on your
computer? A picture is worth a thousand words, but if you're
not managing your photos, they're just wasting space on your
computer hard drive. Or worse yet, you risk losing those
priceless photos forever. What's a Picture Worth? is a userfriendly guide to help walk you through how to organize,
rename, and tag your photos so you can find any photo in
mere seconds. You’ll learn to leverage free software to fix a
so-so photo and turn it into one that really pops. The author
will show you the best method to back up your photos and
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how to share and collaborate on those memories so they're
not "gathering dust" in your computer. Plus, you’ll gain useful
tips on taking better pictures and scanning old photos. With
over 15 years in the computer industry, Jim White knows the
important balance of taking something technical and making it
less complicated for the everyday computer user. He loves to
learn the intricacies of how things work and then find ways to
make them easier for everyone to understand. With
thousands of his own photos, Jim has perfected ways to
organize, fix, and share his photos and now wants to pass
that knowledge onto you! Table of Contents
Acknowledgements Introduction 1 - Taking Photos 2 - Folder
Structure 3 - Scanning Tips ----- The Scanner ----- File
Formats ----- Resolution ----- Photo Scanning Service 4 Fixing Photos ----- Software to Use ----- Deleting Photos ----Adjusting Photo Colors and More ----- Tagging Photos ----Photo Captions ----- Adjusting the Photo Date and Time ----Fixing Photos with Orientation Exif Tags ----- Geotagging
Photos 5 - Renaming Photos ----- Setting Up Rename Master
----- Renaming Photos with Rename Master ----- Finish
Renaming 6 - Searching Through Your Photos 7 - Sharing
and Showing Off Your Photos ----- MMS and Email ----Sending Services ----- Cloud Storage ----- Social Networks
----- Output to TV 8 - Backups ----- Online Backups ----Portable Storage Backups ----- Smart Phone Auto-Upload
Apps 9 - Collaborative Albums ----- Facebook ----- Google+
----- OneDrive ----- Other Services Conclusion
If you've ever felt like you weren't good enough, smart
enough, pretty enough, thin enough, strong enough, worthy
enough or doing enough, this book is for you! If you knew
what you were worth, would you settle for anything less? It's
not uncommon to feel inadequate, whether it's issues
surrounding your career, relationships, or finances. You will
discover gems to apply in your own life as the author takes
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you through her journey of how she was able to overcome the
unthinkable by realizing her worth wasn't tied into things or
people but to God. In this book, Jessica will show you how to:
-Stop settling for relationships that do nothing but cause you
pain. -Find the tools you need to be successful in life.
-Realize you are beautiful just the way you are. -Refuse to
settle for anything less than what God's best is for your life.
Recognize that no matter what your past looks like, it doesn't
have to be your future.
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